The structure of Li-and Mn-rich transition metal oxides (Li 1+x M 1-x O 2, where M is usually a combination of transition metals such as Mn, Co and Ni, called LMRTMO henceforth) has been debated extensively for the past several years. It has been recently shown, by imaging entire primary particles at atomic resolution at multiple zone axes using high angle annular dark field (HAADF-) scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), that the bulk of the oxides can be described as an aperiodic crystal consisting of randomly stacked domains that correspond to three variants of monoclinic structure [1] as shown in Figure 1 (a). Using HAADF-STEM, it was demonstrated that the particles did not contain two phases (trigonal and monoclinic) in the bulk as described earlier [2] , since the size of the primary particles was small enough show that the monoclinic phase was the only phase present in entire particles. However, larger sized particles are often preferred for the cathode materials in order to obtain better volumetric energy density. For these applications, imaging entire particles at atomic resolution is very difficult and in some cases impossible owing to regions of higher thickness. In this paper we demonstrate the use of 4D-STEM [3] using large fields of view on a commercial cathode material to confirm that the bulk of the primary particles is made up of a single phase and consists of domains corresponding to three variants of monoclinic phase.
The structure of TODA HE5050, a commercial cathode material having composition Li 1.2 (Ni 0.15 Mn 0.55 Co 0.1 )O 2 was first determined using a multiple technique approach described elsewhere [1] , principally by HAADF-STEM imaging using TEAM 0.5 microscope operated at 80 kV and Nion UltraSTEM microscope operated at 100 kV. 4D-STEM datasets were obtained using an FEI Titan microscope operated at 120 kV. A Digital Micrograph script was used to collect the 4D STEM data as described in reference [4] covering the entire particle using a step size of 5 nm. Higher resolution scans that partially covered the particle were also recorded using a step size of 2 nm. . A convergence angle of 0.54 radians was used that minimized the overlap between the discs corresponding to the reflections from aforementioned variants.
Virtual apertures were used to separate the reflections from these three variants as shown in Figure 2c . Figure 2d shows the resulting reconstructed virtual dark field image that clearly shows the presence of domains corresponding to the three variants of monoclinic phase. With a single selected area electron diffraction pattern covering the entire particle, it would not be possible to differentiate if the structure consists of a single monoclinic phase or a combination of monoclinic and trigonal phases, since the fundamental reflections in the diffraction patterns are common between both structures. By rastering the beam over the entire particle we demonstrated that CBED pattern corresponding to the monoclinic phase was found over the entire particle. We were also able to demonstrate the presence of surface spinel that has been previously shown using atomic resolution HAADF STEM imaging [1] , in spite of the fact that the surface is only about 2 nm in thickness. In this example, a 230 nm sized equiaxed particle was used to demonstrate the application of 4D-STEM on a complex battery material and the technique can conveniently be used even on larger, micron-sized particles and can be particularly useful for studying electrochemically cycled samples, whereby atomic resolution imaging could become increasingly difficult as the battery is cycled, owing to the resulting phase transformations and misorientations introduced into the particles [5] .
